CWAC Meeting Minutes
October 25, 2017
11:00 am – York Room

Members present: Jackie Skrzynski, Shaziela Iahak, Jay Carreon, Timothy Haase, Taylor Tapp, Michael Unger, and Emily Williams

Absent with notification: Sarah Carberry and Christina Connor

- The meeting was called to order by Emily.
- Minutes from the September 27 meeting were reviewed and approved.
- The agenda was reviewed, and Emily asked for additions to the agenda; Jay asked to add a discussion of Assessment Practices in other schools.
- The agenda was updated and approved by all present.
- A text entitled Enhancing Assessment in Higher Education: Putting Psychometrics to Work was given to each member present. Emily asked that members read the text for future discussions as we move closer to the reaffirmation of accreditation process.
- Shaz indicated that the list of committee members was outdated in one location on the website. It has been updated; however, a review of listings will be taken at the next CWAC meeting.
- The list of approved General Education courses (implementation, Fall 2018) was provided as an information item. The assessment plan for the new GenEd is being worked on now by GECCo.
- Further discussion will ensure with GEIT and GECCo about the placement and assessment plan development [by GECCo] for the two new requirements that currently were voted upon with the new General Education Curriculum: Mid-Career Reflection and Senior Presentation.
- Jay asked other committee members about their practices with validity and reliability of assessment methods; feedback was provided from the various areas.
- Emily indicated that she would send several attachments for review towards the next meeting of CWAC.
- The meeting was adjourned at 12:15 pm.